
Synthesis

To be true, the 'clean' hypothesis requires that:
– Froome is the best rider of his generation (or 
close)
– Froome developed in a way completely 
different than previous top riders
– Froome was misused as a pro cyclist during 
various years
– Froome has an exotic sickness that prevents 
common efforts to verify whether he is clean
– Froome is developing new capabilities late in his 
career
– Froome is more ethical than (at least some of) 
his peers
– Froome is ok breaking small rules but he isn't 
ok with doping
– Froome decides to stop providing data to third 
parties that could help establish him as a 'clean' 
rider right when such data would be most useful, 
without an explanation
– Froome is part of one of the only teams in the 
world who can make their riders become better 
at TT while dropping weight
– Froome is part of the best team in the world
– Froome is part of a team that believes in 
science yet doesn't have some of his basic data
– Froome is part of a team that claims they want 
transparency but provides only data that can't help 
establish his 'cleanliness'

Synthesis

To be true, the 'doping' hypothesis requires that:
– Froome has very good natural abilities
– Froome started taking performance-enhancing drugs at Sky
– Froome and his team are willing to cheat
– Froome and his team lie, which is coherent with what most top 
cyclists have done over the past 15 years
– Froome and his team have the ability to keep his doping secret

... his VO2max is close to the limits of known physiological 
science

Evidence: Grappe: "The extremely high maximal aerobic 
power (efforts of five minutes) confirms that he has an 
extraordinary high aerobic potential, which means he has a 
V02 max (this has never been measured in the laboratory by 
his team) close to the limits of known physiological science."
"The exceptional power that he is able to develop during 
maximum efforts of five minutes gives him a certain reserve 
(of strength) compared to other athletes. This gives an 
indication of why he is capable of performing on the final 
climbs. It is estimated that, compared to his main rivals, he 
has a margin of 20 watts extra power. It is this difference 
that can be seen for example between him and his main 
rivals on the climbs and Ax 3 Domaines du Ventoux."

Reason: 
because…

Have VO2max abilities 
at near human limits

and

Analysis: this makes Froome an 
outstanding rider, perhaps the 
best in his generation

... his ability to perform consistently close to his limit 
requires it

Evidence: Grappe: ""It is evident that to be able to operate 
with a power profile near 100% of his maximum, Chris 
Froome must have excellent ability to recovery between 
stages. Because if the level of fatigue accumulates too much, 
it is no longer possible to be close to his records.""

Reason: 
because…

Have recovery abilities 
at near human limits

Have natural abilities at 
near human limits

and

... his 2013 season has been very successful

Evidence: 1st  Overall Tour of Oman, 1st Points 
classification, 1st Stage 5;
1st  Overall Critérium International, 1st Stage 3;
1st  Overall Tour de Romandie, 1st Prologue;
2nd Overall Tirreno–Adriatico, 1st Stage 4
1st  Overall Critérium du Dauphiné, 1st Stage 5;
1st  Overall Tour de France, 1st Stages 8, 15 & 17 (ITT), 
Held Polka Dot Jersey on Stage 9 & Stages 16–20;

Reason: 
because…

Have the ability to 
remain at top form for 
extended periods

and

Analysis: this makes Froome's 
development quite different 
from other top cyclists

... grand tour winners that didn't benefit from game-changing 
dope (e.g.., oxygen vector doping) all displayed high potential 
as junior athletes

Evidence: Lemond, Anquetil, Hinault, Fignon, Bobet, Merckx 
all showed very promising signs early on. Source?

Reason: 
because…

Be one of the only 
'clean' Grand Tour 
winner that is a late 
bloomer

and

Analysis: that doesn't seem 
outrageously unlikely, but it is yet 
another requirement to explain 
the 'clean' hypothesis

…it took time for his teams to find the type of races that 
suit him

Evidence: Froome joined Sky from Barloworld in 2010; at 
his previous team he was not always used in the best way. 
They often would put him in classics and flat stage races that 
did not play to his strengths. His best performance with 
them was a creditable 36th in the Giro d'Italia in 2009. Sky 
also did not initially see him as a grand tour rider, and were 
on the verge of cancelling his contract prior to the Vuelta a 
España in 2011, but perhaps the very hilly course (and time 
trial) was what Froome needed to display his true talents.

Reason: 
because…

Happen to be 'misused' in 
the early days of his career 
to explain his poor perfor-
mance before he contract-
ed Bilharzia

and

Analysis: that doesn't seem 
outrageously unlikely, but it is yet 
another requirement to explain 
the 'clean' hypothesis

... his early career wasn't a good indicator of his current performance

Evidence: Velonews: "Brailsford said the parasite might be one reason 
Froome could not reach his potential earlier in his career. Some have 
wondered how Froome, who did not make much of an impression in his 
early grand tours, has suddenly emerged as the dominant grand tour rider 
of his generation."

Reason: 
because…

Have an exotic sickness that 
can explain why his late 
development (from 2010 
on) is credible

and

Analysis: that doesn't seem 
outrageously unlikely, but it is yet 
another requirement to explain 
the 'clean' hypothesis

... his performances as a time trialist are a lot better in 
2012-2013 than they were earlier in his career

Evidence: 

Reason: 
because…

Be able to develop  top time-trial 
abilities in his mid twenties

and

… it is reasonable to assume that some top GC contenders are still 
doping

and

Analysis: that doesn't seem 
outrageously unlikely, but it is yet 
another requirement to explain 
the 'clean' hypothesis

if some top contenders are still doping, Froome knows about it 

and

yet he refuses to resort to doping

Reason: 
because…

Be more ethical than 
his peers

and

… he has shown that he has no problem justifying taking 
food in a no-feeding zone

and

Analysis: that doesn't seem 
outrageously unlikely—after all, 
these rules are not on the same 
level as doping—but it is yet 
another requirement to explain 
the 'clean' hypothesis

… he has shown that he has no problem hanging to a 
motorcycle in the mountains

and

yet he refuses to resort to doping

Reason: 
because…

Have an approach to ethics 
that allow him to justify 
breaking small rules but not 
big ones

and

Analysis: that seems odd: why 
mysteriously stop providing the 
very data that could help him 
establish that he is riding 'clean'?

… he used to subscribe to Pure Cyclist

Evidence: Pure Cyclist: "Many will know that Froome aligned with our 
organisation some years ago whilst riding for Team Barloworld."

and

… he stopped sending them data after joining Sky

Evidence: Pure Cyclist: "We contacted Team Sky’s Chris 
Froome asking if he would be willing to produce his data 
during or after the Tour. We didn’t receive a direct 
response however he did pass the email to his team. We 
received a phone call on 20th June from Fran Millar, Head 
of Business operations for Team Sky who said Froome 
wouldn’t be making any of his data public. Bike Pure also 
asked if Froome would be willing to make data available 
after the Tour and we have not received a response as yet."

Reason: 
because…

Decide to stop providing data to 
external third parties—without an 
explanation—right when said data 
would go a long way to help 
establish his credibility

and

Analysis: that doesn't seem 
outrageously unlikely, but it is yet 
another requirement to explain 
the 'clean' hypothesis

Be part of a team that happens to 
be able to enable him and Wiggins 
to increase their TT times while 
reducing their weight

and

Analysis: that doesn't seem 
outrageously unlikely, but it is yet 
another requirement to explain 
the 'clean' hypothesis

Be part of a team that happens to 
be significantly better than the 
others (marginal gains)

and

… VO2max is a fairly standard data for pro cyclists

and

Analysis: that doesn't seem 
outrageously unlikely, but it is yet 
another requirement to explain 
the 'clean' hypothesis

Sky introduces itself as one of the most scientific teams in the Peloton

and

yet Sky isn't producing Froome's VO2max data claiming it doesn't have it

Reason: 
because…

Be part of a scientific-based team 
that happens not to have his 
VO2max numbers

and

Analysis: that seems odd: why 
mysteriously stop providing the 
very data that could help him 
establish that he is riding 'clean'?

Be part of a team suppos-
edly ready to provide data 
to support that Froome is 
clean that, yet, only pro-
vides data that cannot be 
used in this context

Necessary conditions 
for this hypothesis to 
be valid considering our 
body of evidence

Hypothesis 1: Christopher Froome won 
the 2013 TdF without cheating

Analysis: consistent with hypothesis
Have very good natural 
abilities and take perfor-
mance-enhancing drugs

... his VO2max is close to the limits of known physiological 
science

Evidence: Grappe: "The extremely high maximal aerobic 
power (efforts of five minutes) confirms that he has an 
extraordinary high aerobic potential, which means he has a 
V02 max (this has never been measured in the laboratory by 
his team) close to the limits of known physiological science."
"The exceptional power that he is able to develop during 
maximum efforts of five minutes gives him a certain reserve 
(of strength) compared to other athletes. This gives an 
indication of why he is capable of performing on the final 
climbs. It is estimated that, compared to his main rivals, he 
has a margin of 20 watts extra power. It is this difference 
that can be seen for example between him and his main 
rivals on the climbs and Ax 3 Domaines du Ventoux."

Reason: 
because…

Have VO2max abilities 
at near human limits

and

Analysis: consistent with hypothesis
Have very good natural 
abilities and take perfor-
mance-enhancing drugs

... his ability to perform consistently close to his limit 
requires it

Evidence: Grappe: ""It is evident that to be able to operate 
with a power profile near 100% of his maximum, Chris 
Froome must have excellent ability to recovery between 
stages. Because if the level of fatigue accumulates too much, 
it is no longer possible to be close to his records.""

Reason: 
because…

Have recovery abilities 
at near human limits

Have natural abilities at 
near human limits

and

Analysis: consistent with hypothesis

Have very good natural 
abilities and start taking 
performance-enhancing drugs 
later in one's career

... his 2013 season has been very successful

Evidence: 1st  Overall Tour of Oman, 1st Points 
classification, 1st Stage 5;
1st  Overall Critérium International, 1st Stage 3;
1st  Overall Tour de Romandie, 1st Prologue;
2nd Overall Tirreno–Adriatico, 1st Stage 4
1st  Overall Critérium du Dauphiné, 1st Stage 5;
1st  Overall Tour de France, 1st Stages 8, 15 & 17 (ITT), 
Held Polka Dot Jersey on Stage 9 & Stages 16–20;

Reason: 
because…

Have the ability to 
remain at top form for 
extended periods

and

Analysis: consistent with hypothesis

Have very good natural 
abilities and start taking 
performance-enhancing drugs 
later in one's career

... grand tour winners that didn't benefit from game-changing 
dope (e.g.., oxygen vector doping) all displayed high potential 
as junior athletes

Evidence: Lemond, Anquetil, Hinault, Fignon, Bobet, Merckx 
all showed very promising signs early on. Source?

Reason: 
because…

Be one of the only 
'clean' Grand Tour 
winner that is a late 
bloomer

and

Analysis: consistent with hypothesis

Have very good natural 
abilities and start taking 
performance-enhancing drugs 
later in one's career

…it took time for his teams to find the type of races that 
suit him

Evidence: Froome joined Sky from Barloworld in 2010; at 
his previous team he was not always used in the best way. 
They often would put him in classics and flat stage races that 
did not play to his strengths. His best performance with 
them was a creditable 36th in the Giro d'Italia in 2009. Sky 
also did not initially see him as a grand tour rider, and were 
on the verge of cancelling his contract prior to the Vuelta a 
España in 2011, but perhaps the very hilly course (and time 
trial) was what Froome needed to display his true talents.

Reason: 
because…

Happen to be 'misused' in 
the early days of his career 
to explain his poor perfor-
mance before he contract-
ed Bilharzia

and

Analysis: consistent with hypothesis

Have very good natural 
abilities and start taking 
performance-enhancing drugs 
later in one's career

... his early career wasn't a good indicator of his current performance

Evidence: Velonews: "Brailsford said the parasite might be one reason 
Froome could not reach his potential earlier in his career. Some have 
wondered how Froome, who did not make much of an impression in his 
early grand tours, has suddenly emerged as the dominant grand tour rider 
of his generation."

Reason: 
because…

Have an exotic sickness that 
can explain why his late 
development (from 2010 
on) is credible

and

Analysis: consistent with hypothesis

Have very good natural 
abilities and start taking 
performance-enhancing drugs 
later in one's career

... his performances as a time trialist are a lot better in 
2012-2013 than they were earlier in his career

Evidence: 

Reason: 
because…

Be able to re-invent 
himself as a top time 
trialist despite being in 
his mid twenties

and

… it is reasonable to assume that some top GC contenders are still 
doping

and

Analysis: requires Froome and his 
team to be willing and able to cheat

Be willing and able to cheat 
(by taking performance-
enhancing drugs)

if some top contenders are still doping, Froome knows about it 

and

yet he refuses to resort to doping

Reason: 
because…

Be more ethical than 
his peers

and

… he has shown that he has no problem justifying taking 
food in a no-feeding zone

and

Analysis: requires Froome and his 
team to be willing and able to cheat

Be willing and able to cheat 
(by taking performance-
enhancing drugs)

… he has shown that he has no problem hanging to a 
motorcycle in the mountains

and

yet he refuses to resort to doping

Reason: 
because…

Have an approach to ethics 
that allow him to justify 
breaking small rules but not 
big ones

and

… he used to subscribe to Pure Cyclist

Evidence: Pure Cyclist: "Many will know that Froome aligned with our 
organisation some years ago whilst riding for Team Barloworld."

and

Analysis: consistent with having a set of 
data that could point to cheating

… he stopped sending them data after joining Sky

Evidence: Pure Cyclist: "We contacted Team Sky’s Chris 
Froome asking if he would be willing to produce his data 
during or after the Tour. We didn’t receive a direct 
response however he did pass the email to his team. We 
received a phone call on 20th June from Fran Millar, Head 
of Business operations for Team Sky who said Froome 
wouldn’t be making any of his data public. Bike Pure also 
asked if Froome would be willing to make data available 
after the Tour and we have not received a response as yet."

Reason: 
because…

Decide to stop providing data to 
external third parties—without an 
explanation—right when said data 
would go a long way to help 
establish his credibility

and

Analysis: consistent with hypothesis

Be part of a team that happens to 
be able to enable him and Wiggins 
to increase their TT times while 
reducing their weight

and

Be part of a team that happens to 
be significantly better than the 
others (marginal gains)

and

… VO2max is a fairly standard data for pro cyclists

and

Analysis: consistent with having a set of 
data that could point to cheatingSky introduces itself as one of the most scientific teams in the Peloton

and

yet Sky isn't producing Froome's VO2max data claiming it doesn't have it

Reason: 
because…

Be part of a scientific-based team 
that happens not to have his 
VO2max numbers

and

Analysis: consistent with having a set of 
data that could point to cheating

Be part of a team suppos-
edly ready to provide data 
to support that Froome is 
clean that, yet, only pro-
vides data that cannot be 
used in this context

All the previous conditions

and

Analysis: requires Froome and his team 
to be willing to lie, which is coherent with 
what most top cyclists have done over 
the past 15 years

Have desire and capability to use 
performance-enhancing drugs

and

Analysis: requires Froome and his team 
to be willing to lie, which is coherent with 
what most top cyclists have done over 
the past 15 years

Lie about it

and

Analysis: requires Froome and his 
team to be able to keep this secretHave the capability to keep it secret

Conditions specific to doping

Necessary conditions 
for this hypothesis to 
be valid considering our 
body of evidence

Hypothesis 2: Christopher 
Froome won the 2013 TdF 
because he started doping when 
he joined Sky and that gave him 
the edge to beat his competition

Decision: 

✘

Synthesis: No evidence 
suggests that this is 
happening, therefore 
we discard it as too 
unlikely for now

Hypothesis 3: Christopher 
Froome won the 2013 TdF 
because cheating (in a different 
way than doping) gave him the  
edge to beat his competition

Did Christopher 
Froome win the 2013 
Tour de France with-
out cheating (under-
stood as breaking the 
legal rules of cycling?
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